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Viz. it's similar

Amen is diagonalisable if I dagonal mactrix D, IP, IP", st.

to some digenal matrik

diagonalisable « A has a lin indep e-vecs

p-'Ap=D » cols of P are ervals and entries of Dave corresponding

> AP = PD

1= I Pi to. odico..01

So Api = dipi for i € l..n
1. cols of Pare e-vecs of A
2. entries in D are corresponding evals

so cols of P form eigenbasis for I"

Now suppose Spr. n3 is e-basis for A. Viz Api-lipi
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Notice the ith odd of pAP is P'APe:

So P'AP = " die: ...)
8.21

= Nippi y Perspi » Ci = P"pi

If geo multiplicity. <
don't get diagonalisation

algebraic multiplicity, then we

" Complex evals?
eves Bi= Evil , ..., Vin, 3 aswith ink and distinct

Ex;, then B= UBt is a lin indep set.

..., vin, , ... . Ver . ..., Vknk 3

CarVin+... + Cin, Vin.

+.=+ U= =ö for lie Ex:

If any wit o, we could solve it in terms of others, but we can'tas e-vecs from different e-vals are lim indep

So Chain, Cim; =0, and B is lim indep.
with distinct ervecs dink. TFAEIf Ann

1. A is diagonalisable2. B= UBi has vecs
3. VAi, its geo multiplicity: algebraic multiplicity

= PApi
= P'Aipi
= diei
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with X1=3, 12=-2

8. =1 ill B. 4181 1911
geo multiplicity = algebraic multiplicity

A is diagonahiable

We can take P=:28]. D.
Note this is not the
unique wary

Ex. A = [¼ ¾ 57
O o -2 Damble root
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